1. Introduction.
Rainville [8] obtained a formula for P"(Cos a) where Pn(x) is the Legendre polynomial. This was later generalised by Carlitz [5] who obtained a formula for C£+1'2 (Cos a), where C\(x) is the Ultraspherical polynomial. Banerjee [l] , Yadao [ll] and Rangarajan [10] obtained similar formulae for the associated Legendre function P™(x).
The object of this short paper is to obtain a more general formula from which the above formulae follow as particular cases. Interchanging x and y,
n=o n\
Now equating coefficients of vn from both sides, we obtain
This can also be written as
Here Fn(x) is expressed as the sum of a series of Fn(y).
3. Special cases of the above formula. Putting # = cos a, y = cos P in (2.9) we get,
Putting x = sin a, y = cos/3in (2.9) or changing a into x/2-a in (3.1), In this way by giving different values to x and y, we can obtain various relations of similar types.
4. Particular cases. Putting p = 0, q=l and bi=l in (2.5), we see that F"(x) becomes the Legendre polynomial Pn(x). Hence the formula (8) of Rainville [8] and its special cases become particular cases of (3.1), (3.3), (3.4) , (3.5) and the result (3.9) above now re-duces to the result given by Bhonsle [2] . The results of Example 7 and Example 9, p. 184 of Rainville [9] follow easily from (3.4), (3.5), (3.8) and (3.10) respectively.
Putting £ = 0, q -l, &i=X + J in (2.5) we find that Fnix) becomes ra! x «:c-w'
where C"ix) is the Ultraspherical polynomial defined by (1 -2xt+i2)_x = zZCnix)t". The relation (2.9) then transforms into
With the substitution y = 2x2 -1, (4.1) now reduces to the result (4.4) of Chatterjea [6] . The result given by Carlitz [5] is also a particular case of (4.1).
Denoting <i>"(x) (as given by Rainville [8] ) by the relation Incidentally it may be mentioned that the result of Bloh [3] m+n m E(tz)im(t(z2-iyi2) = Y\/TZ n=o (2m + n) \ from which the results of Banerjee [l] were deduced, can be easily obtained from (2.2) with the substitutions p = 0, q = l, &i = 1+jw and
